How to respond to an **ACTIVE THREAT** on campus:

If a safe path is available, **GET OUT**
- Do not hesitate; get out
- Leave your belongings
- Discourage others from entering the area
- Call Security when you are safe

If you can’t get out safely, **HIDE**
- Stay out of attacker’s view and be quiet
- Silence your phone
- Lock/barricade doors
- Call Security if it is safe to do so

As a last resort, **FIGHT**
- Fight with all-out commitment
- Be physically aggressive
- Use improvised weapons
- Fight to incapacitate the attacker

For training information and video, visit: security.mcmaster.ca
Emergency – Contact Security. Dial “88” from campus phones
(905) 525-9140 ext. 24281, (905) 522-4135 (direct)